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Dedicated in the 65th year of Ivar Ugi [79b] to the 85th, 80th, 75th,
70th, 65th, and 60th birthdays of his admired colleagues, professors
Wang Yu [66a],
Miklos Bodanszky [56, 62b],
Sir Derek H. R. Barton [7B], Jaques Emile Dubois, Rolf Huisgen [63], Jan

Michalski,
Hans Jirgen Bestmann [66b], Albert Eschenmoser, Joshua Lederberg
[B2, 99], Paul A. D. de Maine, Max Schmidt,
Frank Albert Cotton, Heinz P. Fritz, Endel Lippmaa, Richard Neidlein

[67], Milan Randi¢, Colin B. Reese, Hans-Dieter Scharf, Paul von Ragué
Schleyer [79], Mihkel Veiderma,
Reinhard Schmutzer, Hubert Schmidbaur, Kjell Sjoberg [sс, 51b], Nikolai

S. Zefirov,
ап also in fond memory of the ingenious mathematician James Dugundji
[Bs], who passed away 10 years ago in 1985, and the life of Hans Fischer

[9o] and his important role in chemistry, that ended 50 years ago.

Abstract. Classical chemical syntheses from n materials are sequences of >(n—1) preparative
steps. Such products can now be made more efficiently byone-pot U-4CRs. (This reaction was first

carried out in 1959.) There amines, carbonyl compounds, and many differenttypes of acids undergo
o-additions onto isocyanides. The rearrangements that follow lead to a greater variety of products
than all the classical MCRs (Multi Component Reactions) together. Since 1993 MCRs of >5

components have been developed. These are unions of the U-4(S)CR and other 3(4)CRs.
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In 1961 the first library of U-4CRs was proposed in Isonitrile Chemistry, and in the last few

years libraries of MCRs have become very popular. This has led to important progress in

preparative chemistry and pharmaceutical research. The biologically active chemical compounds of

liquid MCR-libraries can be determined particularly easily through the development of new

algebraic computer-assisted procedures.

Key words: classical 3CRs, o—aminoalkylations of nucleophiles, new chemistry of isocyanides, one-pot
syntheses, MCRsof 24 reacting components, libraries ofMCRs, progress in pharmaceutical chemistry.

Abbreviations: MCR: Multi Component Reaction; 3, 4... etc.: number of

reacting components; capital letters: abbreviations of name reactions, for

example the S-3CR = Strecker's 3 Component Reaction; Me = Methyl, Et
= Ethyl, iPr = iso-Propyl; nB = normal Butyl; tßu = tert.Butyl; Am =

Amyl; cHex = cyclo-Hexyl; Ph = Phenyl; Bz = Benzyl; Pnb = pNitroben-
zyl; Phth = Phthalyl.

1. INTRODUCTION

The syntheses of desired chemical products usually require many
preparative steps, including the separation and purification of the various

intermediates. Generally the final yields of such procedures are rather low.

In contrast, living cells form the desired compounds from their starting
materials by rapid 'one-pot' procedures, and no starting materials are lost by
competing formation of undesired by-products. Of course, there are many
good reasons why the usual preparative organic chemistry cannot proceed
similarly, but sometimes there are some analogous special cases. It was real-

ized early on that in living cells a variety of polycyclic natural products like

alkaloids, terpenes, and steroids, are made from multifunctional starting mate-

rials and unsaturated compounds. Similar chemical compounds can be formed

directly by combinations of the Mannich, Knoevenagel, and Diels-Alder

Reactions. There has been important progress in the syntheses of five- and

six-membered cyclic natural products and analogous compounds [l, 2]. Such

ideal models act as a benchmark with which one-pot MCRs can be compared.
A chemical compound produced by a living organism, irrespective of the

number of starting materials, corresponds to high yields of a one-pot MCR.
In standard chemical reactions two compounds (A) and (B) are

converted to the product (AB). In a few exceptional cases just one single
starting material is converted into a product. In principle all such reactions
are equilibria, but many of them are effectively irreversible [3].

When products are obtained from many starting materials, a sequence
of several discrete steps is carried out. In each step only one or two of the

participating compounds react. The greater the number of steps, the lower

the final product yields will be.

In 1954 Woodward and his research group published the famous

synthesis of strychnine in 28 steps with an overall yield of 0.00006%

[4, sa]. In the following 40 years the synthesis of strychnine has been

improved greatly. Today it can be carried out in a sequence of "only" 25

reactions with a final yield of 3% [6, 7].
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A few years ago, Heathcock et al. [2] prepared an equally complex
natural alkaloid, daphniphylline, from a dialdehyde with five double bonds

and a few other components, with 65%, essentially by a MCR [sa].
Over a period of more than 150 years MCRs have led 10 fundamental

progress in organic chemistry [5, 8, 9], and during the next century MCRs

will be an important part of preparative methodology. MCRs of three or

more different monofunctional reacting components can be carried out in

one preparative step. One-pot MCRs can produce chemical compounds by
simply mixing the starting materials, products which otherwise can only
be prepared by multistep procedures, often involving difficult isolation

methods and resulting in much lower overall yields.
Ideal MCRs are also sequences of many reactions, in which one or two

chemical compounds take part in each step; however, all these reactions

equilibrate simultaneously, and only one or two final reactions are

practically irreversible, resulting in the formation of the desired products.
Any irreversible formation of by-products that may compete significantly
should be avoided [lO, 11d].

In principle both cases, the sequences of equilibria and the sequences
of purely irreversible reactions, could form the products. No such perfect
limiting cases of MCRs have yet been observed. Neither are all the steps
completely reversible, nor are there complete sequences of irreversible

reactions.

2. CLASSICAL MCRs

In 1850 Strecker [5, 9, 12] discovered that ammonia (A), carbonyl com-

pounds (B), and hydrogen cyanide (C) react together into o-aminoalkylcya-
nide (ABC) via a-aminoalkylcations and the cyanide anion (СЭ).

This three component reaction, the Strecker Reaction (S-3CR), was the

first classical MCR. It was quite popular, as its products could be
converted into the desired o-aminoacids.

Yet in most equilibrating S-3CRs the yields were not satisfactory, and

often toxic by-products were formed. In spite of this, preparations of various

a-aminoalkylcyanides were popular, as the S-3CR is more efficient and less

time consuming than any alternative synthesis of more steps.

Scheme 1
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The Mannich condensation was introduced in 1912 [5, 8, 13], and it is
still one of the most widely used classical MCRs, although in the M-3CR
the variations of starting materials and resulting products are rather
limited, and the reactions do not always proceed well. Most M-3CRs are

condensations between dialkylamines (A), formaldehyde (B), and

carbonyl compounds (C), which form B-dialkylamino carbonyl
compounds (ABC). The M-3CRs correspond to equilibria between startigag
materials and products as well as a-dialkylaminomethyl cations (AB™)
and anions of a-deprotonated carbonyl compounds (C9

Already early some well-known natural products and analogous
compounds were synthesized by Robinson [l4] and later by Schopf et al.,
who applied some interesting variations of the M-3CR [ls].

Each one of these MCRs forms a certain type of product from a rather
narrow collection of structurally analogous starting materials.

In their famous monograph o-Aminoalkylierung Hellmann and Opitz
[9] realized that in addition to the classical MCRs many other similar

3CRs can take place (Scheme 1) where amines (A), carbonyl compounds
(В), and weak acids HY (C) equilibrate not only with o-aminoalkyl
cations (AB®), the anions (Се)‚ and water, but also with the final products
(ABC). This is referred to now as the Hellmann—Opitz Reaction, HO-3CR.

In weakly acidic media dimethylamine (A), formaldehyde (B), and

ferrocene (C) first form (AB®), and this substitutes a proton of the

ferrocene, forming the final product dimethylaminomethyl ferrocene

(ABC) [l6] as a HO-3CR. Other aldehydes and ketones (B) do not react

analogously, but they do react with ferrocene in the presence of

fluorosulphonic acid in trichloroacetic acid to form o-ferrocenyl alkyl
cations (BCEB), which react further with nucleophilic compounds (АЭ) in

neutral or basic media. Thus, by a totally different reaction mechanism

than HO-3CR, a-ferrocenyl alkyl amines (ABC) can be formed [l7]. This

is now called the Herrmann Reaction, the He-3CR. In recent years many
ferrocene derivatives have been prepared by the He-3CR. Many of these

products are used as catalysts in organic chemistry [lB].
Hellmann and Opitz [9] also realized that many five- and six-membered

heterocyclic compounds can be prepared by classical MCRs. Four

component reactions begin with reversible 3CRs as o-aminoalkylations,
forming intermediates ABC. These combine further with compounds (D).
In the final steps such 4CRs and higher MCRs form heterocyclic products
(ABCD) practically irreversibly.

Scheme 2
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With a few exceptions, all the classical MCRs are oi-aminoalkylations
of anions. Thus all of these name reactions and several other reactions of
the same type are just one single general reaction, the equilibrating
HO-3CR. These include «-aminoalkylations that are followed by
secondary formations of heterocycles, by practically irreversible reactions

with additional chemical compounds. Particularly famous are syntheses of

five- and six-membered heterocyclic products of Hantsch [l9] and

Bignelli [2o] by one-pot reactions of the last century.
In 1929 Bergs and Bucherer proposed the 88-4CR [lllk, 21] (see

Scheme 1), a typical example of obtaining a heterocyclic compound by a

one-pot 4CR, beginning with an equilibration of the oi-aminoalkyl cyanide
(ABC) and by-products of the S-3CRs. This reacts further with CO, (D)
and forms the heterocyclic hydantoin (ABCD). The yields of 88-4CRs are

generally higher than in the comparable S-3CRs, due to the irreversible

formation of these heterocyclic products. The 88-4CRs lead to products
that are free from the reversibly formed toxic by-products. Therefore, the

88-4CR has replaced the old S-3CR completely in the preparation of 0.-

aminoacids.

The preparation of 5,6-dihydro-2H-1,3-thiazine derivatives from three

or four starting materials by the A-3(4)CR was discovered in 1958 by
Asinger et al. [22].

Like all the classical MCR syntheses of heterocyclic compounds, the

A-3(4)CR (ABCD) starts with an oi-aminoalkylation reaction. Later it was

realized that the Asinger Reaction can be extended to preparing a great
variety of heterocyclic compounds containing N in combination with other

heteroatoms N, O, or S. The rings may be five-, six-, or seven-membered

and contain a CN double bond. The A-3(4)CR can be considered as the

last classical MCR of heterocyclic compounds [9, 23].
Preparation of chemical compounds by one-pot MCRs has the

advantage that the syntheses require fewer chemical procedures.
Furthermore, most MCRs have better yields. The classical MCRs have the

disadvantage that their applications are generally limited to rather narrow

Scheme 3
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areas of chemistry. For instance, the products of the S-3CR or the 88-4CR

correspond merely to variations of substituted carbonyl compounds.

3. CLASSICAL ISOCYANIDE CHEMISTRY

The first isocyanides were prepared by Lieke [24]. In 1859 he found that

allyl iodide and silver cyanide form allyl isocyanide. In 1866 Meyer [2s] pro-
duced methyl and ethyl isocyanide analogously, and a year later Gautier [26]
generalized this method of preparing alkyl isocyanides. He had also tried to

produce isocyanides from primary amine formiatesby dehydrating these with

P,Os, but he was unsuccessful, because the products were not protected from

the acids [lob]. Shortly thereafter, in 1867, Hofmann [27] found a general
method of isocyanide preparation from primary amines, chloroform, and

potassium hydroxide.
The general reactivity of isocyanides was the subject of investigation for a

relatively short period thereafter [ll, 28]. It was realized that the chemistry of

the isocyanides is completely different from the rest of organic chemistry. Iso-

cyanides are the only stable organic chemical compounds which contain diva-

lent carbon, C'. This is always formed from a starting material with a

functional Igroup оё С'У, which can be converted into the isocyanide group
with its C. The isocyanides are always made by cCY>c!! IProcesses [lla].
All known chemical reactions of isocyanides correspond to C" —cY

Apart from the thermal rearrangement of isocyanides into cyanides, the

classical chemical reactions of isocyanides are insertions into chemical

compounds. Some products are formed directly by o-additions onto

isocyanides. An example is their reaction with acid chlorides, which was

discoveredby Nef [2B].

Scheme 4

Scheme 5
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Other compounds react to form intermediatesby a-additions onto isocya-
nides, which then lead to the final products by rearrangements, e.g. the o-

addition of hydrazoic acid onto isocyanides with a subsequent rearrange-
ment into N-substituted tetrazoles by Oliveri-Mandala and Alagna [ll, 29].

The classical period of isocyanide chemistry ended with the discovery of
Passerini's three component reaction, the P-3CR, in which o-acyloxy-car-
bonamides are formed from carbonyl compounds (B), carboxylic acids (C),
and isocyanides (I). This reaction was investigated between 1921-31 [llc,
30, 31]. Formally protonated carbonyl compounds, a—hydroxyalkyl cations

(Be), and carboxylic anions (Се) undergo a-additions onto the " atoms оЁ
the isocyanides (I), forming intermediates (CIB) that rearrange into the final

products CBI.

On the one hand, the P-3CR can obtain the o-hydroxyalkyl isocyanide
cations (IB®) by o-adding the O-protonated carbonyl compounds (HB®)
to the isocyanides (I), and the products CIB by joining the cations (IB®)
and the anions (Ce). Thus both the P-3CR and the HO-3CR are unions of

three components, resulting from the formation of cations of two of the

starting materials and subsequently joining them to the anions, which are

deprotonating anions.

Scheme 6

Scheme 7
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On the other hand, the P-3CR can also take place by inserting
isocyanides (I) into the carbonyl compounds and carboxylic acids which
are 'joint a-adducts' (B---H-C) of hydrogen bridges.

4. THE NEW ERA OF ISOCYANIDE CHEMISTRY

In the early days of isocyanide chemistry only a few investigators were

active in the field for a relatively short time. There followed quite a long
lull in isocyanide research, which was probably the result of two factors:

isocyanides have 'penetrating vile odors' [lla], and classical methods of

isocyanide preparation were not convenient.

Isocyanide chemistry regained some of its momentum through the

discovery of Xanthocilline. The antibiotic Xanthocilline was found by
Rothe [32] in 1948, in cultures of Penicillium notatum and P. chrysogenum.

In the old East Bloc countries this antibiotic was used to treat surface

infections. The only known naturally occurring isocyanide was found in

1956 by Hagedorn and Tonjes [33]. They prepared the diisocyanide
derivative of O,o'-dimethyl-Xanthocilline by the dehydration of its

diformylamine, using phenylsulphonylchloride in the presence of pyridine
as a dehydrating reagent. Achenbach and Grisebach [34] found that the

naturally occurring Xanthocilline originates from tyrosine. A formylamine
is converted into the corresponding diisocyanide by ATP, a reactive

acylating phosphate, which provides the required energy [34].
In 1957 Ugi and his co-workers realized that any further progress in

isocyanide chemistry required easy availability. They found the first

widely applicable methods of isocyanide preparation by dehydration of

N-formylamines with POCl; in the presence of various bases [llb, 35-37],

remembering the role of P,Os that Gautier had had in mind [26] and the

ATP biochemistry of Achenbach and Grisebach [34].

The widely applicable dehydrating reagents phosgene [llb, 37], diphos-
gene [3B], or triphosgene [39] also have particular advantages. In a number of

Scheme 8

Scheme 9
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special cases phenyl- and p-tolylsulphochloride form isocyanides well from

derivatives of natural products [33, 40] and polymeric compounds [4l].
As soon as isocyanides were easily available, new effortsbegan in develop-

ing isocyanide chemistry [ll]. In 1959 Ugi and his co-workers [36, 42] intro-

duced the four component reaction of the isocyanides. From 1962 onwards it

became known as the Ugi Reaction [3la] — the U-4CR [lld] — and is now

quoted in most chemical textbooks [3]. In recent years the U-4CR has become

the most widely applicable MCR in preparative chemistry.
In 1971 Isonitrile Chemistry, edited by Ugi, was published together

with the then most experienced authors in this field [ll]. This seems to

have provided the catalyst for the ensuing progress in the chemistry of

isocyanides. Many new chemical reactions were developed and useful

products prepared during the following decade [43], and even more so

during the years that followed [44, 45].
During that time a number of new natural products were discovered in

marine life by Scheuer et al. [46, 47]. Most of these are sequiterpene or

diterpene derivatives with one or two isocyanide groups. One of these is a

tri-isocyanide [46, 48]. A further class of naturally occurring cyclopentyl
compounds was investigated by Baldwin et al. [49].

5. EARLY PROGRESS IN CHEMISTRY BY THE U-4CR

5.1. The essential features of the U-4CR

When isocyanides could be prepared conveniently and in sufficient yields
(Scheme 9) [35Db, 36, 42], an attempt was made to find new chemical reactions

of isocyanides. Immediately, the 4CR of isocyanides, one of the most efficient

preparative methods in syntheses, was discovered. It was realized that the

essential relation of the P-3CR [llc], the HO-3CR [9], and the U-4CR

corresponds to the equation P-3CR U HO-3CR = U-4CR (Scheme 10), I.е.

the U-4CR can be considered as a union [so] of the P-3CR and the HO-3CR.

Scheme 10
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The HO-3CR, a collection of the classical reactions and newer o-

aminoalkylating reactions, involves o-additions of the cations (AB®),
amines (A), and carbonyl compounds (B) together with the anions (Се) оЁ

weak acids (C) [9]. These name reactions already have great preparative
advantages over the other usual chemical reactions in which only one or

two chemical compounds react per step.
The P-3CR [llc, 30, 31] between carbonyl compounds (B), carboxylic

acids (C), and isocyanides (I) is the only exception among the classical

one-pot 3CRs. The reaction BO +CO+I — CIB — CBI (Scheme 7) is a

practically irreversible o-addition of a cation, an O-protonated carbonyl
compound (BEB) апа ап амоп оЁ а carboxylic acid (СЭ) onto the

isocyanide (I). The exothermic process c! > C 15 the driving force for

the entire reaction seguence.
The combination of both of these reactions led to the U-4CR of the

isocyanides, a 4CR between amines (A), carbonyl compounds (B), acids

(C), and isocyanides (I). |

In the collection of classical ai-aminoalkylating HO-3CRs the products
can only be obtained if they do not decompose too easily due to the

equilibria with the ionic species (AB®) and (СЭ) and their starting
materials (A), (B), and (C). In the HO-3CRs the components (C) are very
weak acids, so that the products ABC equilibrate with extremely low

concentrations of (AB@) and (СЭ). Ш е U-4CR е deprotonable
components are slightly stronger acids, so that the equilibrating (AB®) and

(C®) 'acid' concentrations are higher. These ions undergo practically
irreversible a-additions onto the isocyanides: АВ® + С® +1 — ABIC. The

o-additional products then rearrange irreversibly into the stable final

products (CABI).
>

Inthe U-4CR all four different types of starting materials can be varied

more widely than in any one of the previous MCRs.

Completely different types of products can be formed from the great
variety of acids and anion components — H,O, Na;S,O3;, H;Se, HNj3,
HNCO, HNCS, R-CO,H, RO-CO,H, H,N-CN [lld, 51] — together with a

Scheme 11
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variety of active nitrogen components like ammonia, primary amines

hydroxylamine, and hydrazone on the one hand and secondary amines on

the other hand. Anhydrous precondensed compounds between carbonyls
and various nitrogen compounds have often advantages.

Furthermore, in the U-4CR some of the starting materials can have two

or three different functional groups, from which special types of products
are formed [3l]. For example, a-aminoalkyl acids (o-A—C) react with

carbonyl compounds (B) and isocyanides (I) forming 1,1-iminodicarbo-
xylic diacid derivatives (ABICD) [llg, 52], whereas with B-aminoalkyl
acids B and C are converted into B-lactam derivatives (CABI) [lli, 53,
54].

Scheme 12

Scheme 13
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Thus a much greater variety and more complicated products can be

formed by the one-pot U-4CR than by any previous MCR. In fact, the

variety of products of the U-4CR is greater than the collection of products
from all the other MCRs together [lld, 31, 51, 53].

Many kinds of intermediates or natural compound analogues and

pharmaceutical compounds can be prepared easily by U-4CRs [3l, 53,
54]. In practically all cases fewer preparative steps are necessary and the

yields of one-pot reactions are always higher than with multi-step
procedures.

Joullié and her co-workers [ss] are the pioneers in the development of

new methods for the preparation of alkaloids and related chemical

compounds by U-4CR chemistry.
One of the first attempts to apply the U-4CRs was made by the Swedish

company AB Astra. It was preparation of Xylocain® [36], that is still one

of the most widely used dental anaesthetics in the world.

The U-4CRs are applied especially often in conversions of

o-aminoacids, B-aminoacids, and а great variety of their derivatives

together with carbonyl compounds [3l, 51, 53, 54].
Some U-SCRs are actually U-4CRs, forming intermediates that do not

rearrange immediately into stable products, but combine further with

Scheme 14

Scheme 15
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nucleophilic components (Section 5. 2). Until recently nobody was aware

of the fact that some of the U-SCRs are real SCRs, not just varieties of

U-4CRs (Section 6.1).
There are many MCRs which result in rather low yields, because

competing reactions may form undesired products, and chiral compounds
are not always formed stereoselectively enough. Often one-pot MCRs do
not reach completion easily if an ill-suited solvent is used [s3]. For

instance, in some cases the P-3CR competes strongly with the U-4CR,
despite high concentrations of amines. Often the P-3CR will be favoured if

dichloromethane is used as the solvent instead of methanol. The U-4CR

can proceed exclusively, if the amines (A) and carbonyl compounds (B)
are precondensed and then the other components (I and C) are added [s3].

5. 2. The stereoselective preparation of 0.-aminoacid derivatives

In 1959 it was realized that the various types of U-4CRs correspond
mainly to different kinds of acid components (C), but also that the primary
and the secondary amines determine some essential features of such

reactions [36,42]. It became immediately clear that the U-4CRs of

primary amines and carboxylic acids are the most important types of such

reactions. Completely different products are obtained if both functional

groups are in one single starting material like o-aminoacids ог

B-aminoacids.

It was realized early in the systematic investigation of U-4CRs that the

best procedure of preparing a-aminoacid and peptide derivatives is to use

chiral primary amines with cleavable N-alkyl groups by U-4CRs [s3].
Already in 1966 Bodanszky and Ondetti [s6] recognized that U-4CRs

would have great advantages in the synthesis of peptide derivatives.

However, this approach required more ideas and effort, and took longer
than was expected. The desired approach has become possible only
recently (see Scheme 18).

After testing a great variety of amine components, the chiral

o-ferrocenyl primary amines were the most promising amine components
in peptide synthesis by U-4CRs, which react very stereoselectively: The

resulting N-o-ferrocenyl alkyl products have N-protected amide groups
whose chiral N-o-ferrocenyl alkyls can be removed and recovered under

mild conditions. Such chiral o-ferrocenyl primary amines can be

reconverted directly. These conceptually perfect amine components have

the only disadvantage that the final yields and stereoselectivities are not

obtained sufficiently well [s3].
In 1988 Kunz and Pfrengle [s7] introduced the preparation of chiral

o-aminoacid derivatives by stereoselective U-4CRs with 2,3,4,6-tetra-
O-pivaloyl-B-D-galacto-pyranosyl-amine as the amine component (A).
There, only formic acid can be used as the acid component (C). Such
U-4CRs proceed well in the presence of ZnCl, as a catalyst. The stereose-

lectivities and yields are generally excellent, and these chiral U-4CR prod-
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ucts can be converted to the o-aminoacids by boiling them in hydrochloric
acid.

This preparation of chiral o-aminoacids is a great improvement in

comparison with previous methods with 10 and more steps and with low

final yields [sB].
However, only a-aminoacids and certain derivatives could be prepared

by Kunz and Pfrengle by the U-4CR method, that cannot be extended into

the synthesis of higher peptide derivatives using N-protected
a-aminoacids (C) as their acid components.

In 1991 Goebel and Ugi [s9] found that various o-aminoacids and

peptide derivatives can be prepared by stereoselective U-4CRs from the

2,3,4,6-tetra-O-alkyl-B-D-gluco-pyranosyl-amines (C). The N-alkylated
O-alkylglucose moieties from such U-4CR products (ACIC) can be

removed by TFA in the presence of thioanisole and various other

compounds [6o]. ;

Scheme 16
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Various natural products contain large amounts of 2-acetylamino-
glucose.

In 1965 Marquarding and Ugi [53, 61] tested 2-aminoglucoses as

components of U-4CRs. They observed that in methanol the mixture of

2-aminoglucose, benzoic acid, benzaldehyde, and tert-butyl isocyanide
reacted at O°C, and it was realized that this isocyanide was consumed

completely. It was then hoped that some 2-glucosyl derivative could be

obtained by the U-4CR, but only complex mixtures of many chemical

products had formed, and no product could be isolated and characterized.

These results were confirmed by Lehnhoff in 1993; he found that the

mixtures underwent mainly P-3CRs instead of U-4CRs [62a].
1-Amino-2-acetamido-glucose derivatives are probably the most effective

amine reagents (A) in the preparation of oi-aminoacids, peptides and their

analogues by the U-4CR.
In the last few years the hitherto best method of preparing a great

variety of a-aminoacids, peptides, and their derivatives [62] was found by
using 1-amino-2-dioxy-2-N-acetyl-3,4,6-O-tri-88-D-acetyl-glyco-pyranose
as a chiral amine component of the U-4CR (A), together with carbonyl
compounds (B), carboxylic acids, or N-protected a-aminoacids (C) and

isocyanides, which may be «-isocyanoacid derivatives (I). The

stereoselectivities of such U-4CRs are in most cases >99% d.e., and with

only few exceptions, the yields are 80-90% pure products.

Scheme 17

Scheme 18
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Currently attempts are being made to improve the purity and yields of

such products. The most important progress here would be to remove the

N-protecting 2-acetamido-glucose moieties of peptide derivatives under
mild conditions with simultaneous restoration of the 1-amino-2-

acetamido-glucose derivative. It should be remembered that it is possible
to remove N-protecting groups simultaneously and to re-synthesize chiral

o-ferrocenyl amines from the peptide derivatives synthesized by U-4CRs

[53, 58]. The 2-acetamido-glucose can also be easily converted into

tetrazolyl derivatives of glucose [63].

5.3. The preparation of B-lactams by U-4CRs

In 1957 Sheehan and Corey [64] described various B-lactam syntheses
requiring rather sophisticated methods. A few years later the preparation
of B-lactams became very simple: One of the earliest U-4CRs was the

production of B-lactams by mixing B-aminoacids (A-C), carbonyl com-

pounds (B), and isocyanides in a suitable solvent (Scheme 14) [65-67].
After the synthesis of some close analogues of penicillin [loi, 68—70] and

cephalosporin [7l], the preparation of a great variety of B-lactam

antibiotics and analogous compounds succeeded [s4]. Several hundred

such B-lactam syntheses have been carried out in Switzerland, Japan, and

the USA.

5.4. Five-centred U-4CRs

The one-pot reactions of the HO-3CRs and of the U-4CRs begin with

equilibria of the starting materials (A), (B), and (C) and their ions. The

equilibrating o-additions of such ions correspond to the HO-3CRs if the

products ABC are sufficiently preferred. If however (AB®) and (Ce) are

still available enough, these can undergo irreversible o-additions to

isocyanides, forming stable products by rearrangements of such

o-adducts. Thus U-4CRs take place and give a great variety of different

types of products.
-

Many fundamentally different sequences of chemical reactions and

their intermediates can take place in MCRs with = 5 components. In all the

Scheme 19
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known higher MCRs, irreversible o-additions onto the isocyanides occur,
followed by rearrangements into stable products, or by some secondary
reactions with further reacting compounds.

From 1967 on the first U-4CRs whose 'intermediate o-adducts' of

isocyanides could react with further chemical compounds were carried out.

o-Isocyano carboxylic acids (I-C) and Schiff's bases (A-B) of primary
amines (A) and carbonyl compounds (B) form five-membered cyclic
products, which react further with certain nucleophiles (D) into a variety
of peptide derivatives, corresponding to the general type of A-B + I-C >

AB-IC — ABICD. These are U-SCRs [llg, h].
Recently such reactions were carried out by Bossio, Marcaccini, Paoli,

and Pepino [45; see also 65-71].
B-Aminoacids (A-C) can be converted into B-lactams by U-4CRs

[65-71], whereas o-aminoacids do not form a-lactams analogously, but

form 1,1-imino-dicarboxylic acid derivatives (Schemes 13 and 14).
Glycine, isobutyraldehyde, and cyclohexyl isocyanide form an achiral

six-membered cyclic intermediate and this reacts further with methanol,
producing the racemic 1,1-imino-dicarboxylic acid ester amide [llf].

Scheme 20
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In the last few years it has been found that a great variety of chiral

o-aminoacids react analogously by U-4CRs. These products are closely
related to many biologically active natural products [72].

Chiral I,l'-imino-dicarboxylic acid methyl ester amide derivatives are

prepared by five-centred U-4CRs. The components are just mixed together
in methanol at 0-20°C and pure products are stereoselectively formed
with > 99% yields [72].

6. THE NEW ERA OF MULTICOMPONENT MCRs

6.1. The early U-SCRs and U-(4 + 2¢)CRs

In U-SCRs with CO, (C) and alcohols (D) [llj, 73] the anions are

formed from two components instead of only one. So the reaction

corresponds to a one-pot reaction of five compounds. These undergo
o-additions onto е isocyanides (I), producing the final products
(ABICD). Such U-SCRs and the U-4CRs of carboxylic acids are closely
related. The only difference between the U-4CRs and the U-SCRs is that

the anions (CDG) are derived from a-alkoxy acids (CD) instead of

carboxylic acids (C). The first example of such a U-SCR is 35 years old

and it 1s described in Scheme 22.

Scheme 21

Scheme 22
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In these U-SCRs with CO, [llj] and alcohols, the anions are formed
from two components instead of one, and so the reaction corresponds to a

one-pot reaction of five compounds.
Another type of the U-SCR [llf, 74] was also found in the early period

of U-4CRs. 2,2,4,4-Tetramethyl-A3—thiazolinc was reacted with cyanic
acid and cyclohexyl-isocyanide, forming a bicyclic thiazoline derivative as

the product. However, the reaction is not a typical U-4CR, as the reactive

cation was not generated from two but three compounds by an A-3CR

[22]. In further experiments ammonia, 2-mercapto-isobutyraldehyde,
acetone, thiocyanic acid, and cyclohexyl isocyanide were reacted, and the

same bicyclic thiazoline derivative was produced. Analogous U-SCRs can

also be carried out with cyanates [7s].

In the U-SCR case of such compounds the cation is formed from three

starting materials and the anion is a single compound. Such U-SCRs are

unions of A-3CRsand U-4CRs [lof, 74].
If the same intermediate were made by an A-4CR and reacted further

by a U-4CR, the A-4CR U U-4CR = U-6CR would lead to the same final

product. |
When a-acylamino carbonamides are formed from primary amines,

carboxylic acids, enolizable aldehydes, and isocyanides by U-4CRs in the

presence of oxygen, malonamide derivatives are often formed as

by-products [76]. The results of experimental and computer-assisted
investigations of such side reactions have clarified these processes. They
have turned out to be a combination of U-4CRs and autoxidation

processes, which are overall reactions of six components; two of these are

identical, but participate in completely different ways. Thus such reactions

can be considered as 6CRs or (4 + 2¢)CRs, where 4 represents four
different types of molecules and 2e represents two equal molecules of an

isocyanide. The details of such reactions (Scheme 24) were determined by
preparative and computer-assisted chemistry [77]. The mathematically

Scheme 23
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based chemical computer program RAIN played an important role in the

investigation [7B—Bs].

6.2. MCRs of five and more chemical compounds

Compared with the U-4CR, the whole collection of classical one-pot
HO-3CRs is permutationally rather narrow, but they still have preparative
advantages over the usual chemical reactions of one or two components.
The MCRs of higher numbers of components only proceed well, if all

compounds and intermediates, except the isocyanides, can equilibrate, and

the final reaction steps toward the desired products are irreversible.

Furthermore, no other irreversible reactions of isocyanides should

compete with the desired MCRs. Often the MCRs proceed in better yields,
if the components are not just mixed, but are added sequentially.

The first 7CR (Scheme 25) was reported in 1993 [B6, 87].

This MCR takes place according to Scheme 26.

The 'a-amino cations' are formed from four components by an A-4CR,
and the anions come of methoxy carboxylic acids from two components
that equilibrate with methanol and CO,. The anions and cations are

subjected to an o-addition onto an isocyanide, followed by rearrangements
into a stable final product in a yield of 43%.

The American and British journals wrote about 'a record among one-pot
syntheses' [BB] and 'raising this new technique to new heights' [B9].

It was realized that this 7CR and a few similar reactions are not a few

exceptional cases in chemistry, but that there is a wide variety of MCRs of

five and more participating components, whenever one final practically
irreversible reaction can take place. These can be o-additions to

isocyanides reactions or followed by rearrangements that form stable five-

or six-membered heterocyclic compounds. The more components form a

Scheme 24
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product by a one-pot MCR, the more the relative advantages of such

processes will grow in comparison with the usual multistep syntheses.
Also, the more compounds participate in MCRs, the more important it is to

find optimal conditions, if the best solvent, a good temperature, and

optimal relative amounts of the components and catalysts of such

processes are used. The preferred conditions of such reactions are often

found through systematic investigations [B7, 90].
Any MCR can take place when all of the starting materials are mixed in

a solvent, but the products may be obtained in only low yields and large
amounts of undesired by-products may be formed. In some cases MCRs

have good yields by just combining the chemicals simultaneously, but

often barely reasonable yields of MCRs can be improved, if their chemical

compounds are added together according to a time-dependent program.
Then the components are added stepwise. Such sequences of reactions are

still real MCRs, as long as the intermediates are not isolated.

Scheme 25
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A few years ago it was realized that SSCRs and higher order expansions
can be carried out by using cations of three and more components, and

anions from more than just one component (C). A great variety of five- to

seven-membered heterocyclic compounds of the A-3(4)CRs are available,
containing N together with O, N, or S. These can react with many different

acid components and isocyanides. Thus one-pot MCRs of five to seven

different compounds formproducts by unions A-3(4)CRUU-4(S)CR, as is

illustrated by Scheme 27 [B7].

Scheme 26
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The formation of by-products is illustrated in Scheme 28 [B7], where
the main desired U-7CR product is accompanied by two U-SCR by-
products. KD

Fewer by-products would be formed, if the first four components
formed a compound from the A-4CR, and the remaining three components
were added in the next step.

When MCRs of 25 components are unions of lower MCRs, e.g. ап

A-3(4)CRUU-4(S)CR, the yield will be higher, if the first sub-collection

of materials reacts by the first sub-MCR, and the next components are

added later. If any early steps of equilibria form water as a by-product, the

MCR is improved by the addition of some suitable insoluble drying
reagents.

Thus, for instance, a different type of a U-7CR can be carried out,

yielding the product of Scheme 29. The first noncyclic product of a U-7CR

was obtained by an M-3CR, followed by a five-centred U-4CR from

L-valine. This union, M-3CRUU-SCR, delivers stereoselectively a chiral

product in a good yield [Sb].

Scheme 28

Scheme 29
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_The 11CR of Scheme 30 would probably proceed best, if it could be
carried out stepwise. First the three components of the M-3CR would
combine. In the next step, after adding three further reactants, the union
M-3CRUA-4CR (= 6CR) can form a racemic joint intermediate of this
6CR. Then hydrogen azide and ethyl isocyanide are added, which leads to

the union M-3CRUA-4CRUU-4CR (= BCR), forming two pairs of
racemates. Already this U-4CR could belong to the final steps of this BCR,
but it can also proceed further, using the product as an amine component
of the U-4CR', the second U-4CR. The final product of the
M-3CRUA-4CRUU-4CRUU-4CRwould correspond to a mixture of four
racemates.

7. SOLID AND LIQUID PHASE LIBRARIES

The introduction of the concept of libraries has enabled great progress
in pharmaceutical chemistry. Libraries are no temporary fashion: their

introduction into the drug development process has permanently changed
the methodology and basic procedures of this science.

Conceivably the first 'liquid libraries' were formed together with е

first living cells, and from these libraries е first pure chemical

Scheme 30
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compounds were obtained subsequently by 'isolating' and localizing them

during the development of life.
In 1961 the first liquid library was proposed [6sb] in Isonitrile

Chemistry, a book edited by I. Ugi. There it was postulated that a library
of 2 560 000 different chemical products can be formed by a U-4CR using
40 different compounds in each of the four classes of starting materials,
the isocyanides, amines, aldehydes, ап acid components [llе].

All libraries have their particular limitations and disadvantages. Until

recently the major productive constraint on the pharmaceutical industry
was that only single chemical compounds could be produced and

investigated as potential drugs, making up to 10 000 different chemical

compounds during a chemist’s professional life of four decades (cf. [6sb]).
According to general experience, among such compounds there would be

one biologically active compound which could enter the pharmaceutical
market.

The libraries of peptides were introduced by Furka et al. in 1982 [9lc],
and in the first years of that decade great progress in the production of

peptide libraries was achieved [9l-94], particularly by Hough et al. [9lb]
and Still et al. [92]. It has become possible to prepare large numbers of

peptides and their derivatives in a minimum of chemical steps. In this field

a great variety of elegant methods have been developed. Such peptide
libraries have many advantages over the previous methods in special fields

of pharmaceutical chemistry.
In recent years solid libraries, especially the combinatorial solid

libraries of peptide derivatives, have represented great progress in certain

areas of pharmaceutical chemistry. The immense efficiency of libraries is

illustrated by an example of a peptide library of 117 649 different

members [92].
A very simplified algebraic model of a solid peptide library is

illustrated here. The first oi-aminoacid is fixed to the polymer surface,
which is divided into n; parts. Each one of these particles is combined

with a different oi-aminoacid derivative, forming n; dipeptides. Every
surface part is divided into n, further parts and treated with n, different

oi-aminoacids. Thus n; -n, different tripeptide derivatives are obtained,
etc. Finally, n; -n,

-

... -n, individual peptide derivatives are produced,
which are separated from the polymer surface. Hexapeptide libraries are

usually prepared according to Still's method [92]. If 20 different

aminoacids were altered at each step of this synthesis, this would produce
a library of 20° = 3 200 000 different hexapeptides. The pharmaceutical
activities of the final products can then be investigated. |

Such solid multistep libraries have only one serious disadvantage: they
are limited to narrow classes of chemical compounds like the poly-
peptides, polysugars, or DNA/RNA derivatives [93].

Multistep solid libraries are now widely used and published [9l-93].
The same peptide derivatives could also be converted stepwise in a liquid
library, but this would probably involve more difficult procedures. One of

the disadvantages would be that repeated use of various reagents and the

removal of their by-products would be troublesome. Such an approach
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would not have any preparative or pharmacological advantages. The

products of such a liquid library cannot be separated, and the

determination of the individual pharmacological properties of any of the

compounds is not possible by conventional methods. Furthermore, in such

liquid libraries of chemically similar compounds many products can also

have similar pharmacological properties.
Recent progress was published by Carell et al. [94]. They described a

very sophisticated liquid library of peptide derivatives.

Recently solid and liquid one-pot MCR libraries were introduced [9s].
The libraries of MCRs certainly have some limitations and disadvantages,
in comparison to the now very popular and widely used solid libraries of

multistep reactions of peptides [92]. However, MCR libraries have also a

few advantages over the multistep libraries: The one-pot libraries of

MCRs of n components are prepared in a single chemical step by just
mixing all starting materials. In contrast, in multistep solid libraries of n

components at least n — 1 chemical procedures must be carried out, and the

left-over reagents and by-products must be removed at each step.
In the usual 3CRs, like in the M-3CR [l3], a collection of only one

general type of products can be prepared. The main advantage of U-MCR

libraries is the possibility of preparing a much wider variety of chemical

products. These are more dissimilar than those resulting from sequences of

reactions between two components. If in the combinatorial libraries of

MCRs maximal structural differences of the products are desired, their

dissimilarity will grow with an increasing number of participating
reactants. Such combinatorial MCR chemistry has completely changed the

way how research is now done in the pharmaceutical industry.
On 3 April 1995 Armstrong [96] gave his lecture on 'Combinatorial

libraries related to natural products' at the ACS National Meeting in

Anaheim, California. There he presented solid libraries of 96 generally
different U-4CRs. Those were formed from 1-cyclo-hexenyl isocyanide (I)
[97], Merrifield amine beads (A) [9B] together with widely variable

aldehydes (B) and carboxylic acids (C) by his research group of the UCLS,
Los Angeles, CA and the Ontogen company. These were among the first

research groups that developed U-4CR solid libraries.

In 1993 Ugi's research group made a breakthrough in the investigation
of MCR liquid libraries. For the first time U-MCRs were carried out with

up to seven components [52, 86, 87, 95, 99]. In Scheme 26 the liquid
library comprises 144 individual chemical products resulting from two

different components of all seven classes of starting materials. In these

products 32 unequal chemical constitutions are contained, consisting of

very many stereoisomers with one or two chiral centres [B7].
Also new methods for the identification of chemical products with

pharmacological properties in such liquid libraries were proposed and

developed recently [52, 95, 99]. To the advantage of chemists, the

participating compounds оЁ molecular libraries are investigated
simultaneously: If a liquid library as a whole has some pharmaceutical
properties, then one knows that at least one of its products has this

property.
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The next step is to partition the library, i.e. create sublibraries by
excluding certain starting materials. The search for a positive product is

done by logical exclusion and deduction: sublibraries can be produced by
an MCR, leaving out some of the components. From half of the

compounds of a class, such as the isocyanides, the size of the product
library is also halved [9la]. Testing such sublibraries it can be deduced

precisely which products, i.e. combinations of starting compounds, display
the desired properties. The individual products can then be prepared
selectively from the appropriate starting compounds by one-pot (American
term: eintopf) MCRs.

We developed a new line of solutions for combinatorial chemistry and

screening strategies, e.g. desktop software that manages combinatorial

library data. This software solves one of the biggest problems faced by
laboratories doing combinatorial chemistry: managing the enormous

volume of data generated. Structures can be effectively and efficiently
stored as libraries, and retrieved as specific structures when needed. It

enables chemists to plan their combinatorial syntheses, one of the most

time-consuming steps in the combinatorial process.

The size of libraries is determined by the number of reacting educts. In

general, for an n-component reaction with » different classes of educts the

library grows linearly with the size of each class. When a component

Scheme 31
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occurs more than once in the reaction, the library grows much faster, i.e.

polynomially with the size of the class this component belongs to.

Ugi et al. [9s] described a great variety of liquid libraries resulting from
convenient one-pot U-4CRs and higher MCRs. At the GDCh conference at

Bitterfeld, Germany, in November 1994 it was obvious that the interest

was still focused only on classical pharmaceutical chemistry and solid

peptide libraries.

Do6mling and Gruber [9la] presented a poster on liquid libraries оЁ

MCRs at the conference of pharmacy & chemistry at La Jolla in California

in January 1995. During this major international conference it was

surprising that a high percentage of participants had extremely great
interest in liquid libraries of MCRs. They were also aware of the

limitations in the applications of the previously developed solid libraries,

e.g. of peptides [9la, 95].

8. THE NEXT CENTURY STARTED EARLIER IN PREPARATIVE

CHEMISTRY, INBIOCHEMISTRY, ANDIN PHARMACEUTICAL

CHEMISTRY

Over the last few years the research in organic chemistry, biology, and

pharmacy has changed quite profoundly [loo]. This includes the spheres
of new methods in preparative, technological, and analytical chemistry. At
recent American research conferences remarks have often been made that

in pharmaceutically oriented preparative chemistry the 21st century has

already started.

The progress of various types of research has been quick and profound.
Some areas have changed gradually, so that this has not been recognized
immediately. In various other fields, the progress has occurred quite
recently and almost suddenly. It seems that just during the last few months
a new combination of scientific methods has changed a major field of

science [loo]. This progress is not due to just one single new scientific

result, method, or technology, but it is due to a great variety of

developments in the ways of reasoning and fast progress in experimental
approaches.

In the last decade the libraries of peptides, like the übiquitous
hexapeptide libraries, and DNA/RNAs became scientifically fashionable.

However, in 1994 an increasing number of industrially oriented scientists

realized that the libraries of such chemical products cannot be structurally
and stereochemically sufficiently different Ю meet е needs of

pharmaceutical chemistry.
The new methods of preparing isocyanides and the introduction of the

U-4(S)CR started almost four decades ago, and recently U-MCRs of even

higher numbers of different compounds have been developed. It has been

realized that one-pot U-MCR libraries are now almost ideal procedures in

pharmaceutical chemistry, since such reactions allow the chemist to

produce an extremely wide variety of structurally and stereochemically
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different chemical products, including peptide derivatives and analogous
compounds. The libraries of classical 3CRs and related 3CRs can also be

used, but all of these reactions can produce only collections of chemical

compounds which are not as diverse as those from U-MCRs.
Now many chemical companies — estimates suggest 500 in the USA

alone — generate U-MCR libraries. Many of these companies do not apply
peptide libraries any more [loo], and it is now widely assumed that

U-MCR libraries will generally remain the most convenient and widely
applicable method for library generation. Maybe, some new types of MCR

libraries will be found in the future, but up to now no comparable reactions

have been found yet.
Mathematically oriented chemical computer programs have been

developed in the last two decades [79, 84, 95], and this experience has

helped develop algebraically oriented computer programs of library
chemistry. The formation and use of such libraries can be improved and

assisted by computer methodology in combinatorial chemistry of MCR

libraries. Today the most efficient progress in pharmaceutical chemistry in

industry is taking place by libraries.

Since the investigation of libraries requires many different types of

technologies and equipment, the chemical industry and major general
research institutes can investigate libraries. Chemical preparation, biological
investigation of the products of libraries, and preferably the development
and application of a variety ofcomputer programs are required.

In the chemical industry the Hoffmann-La Roche has four major
organizations doing library research, and in May 1995 this company
decided to publish some of the progress in library chemistry they have

made. It is now well known that small molecules are pharmaceutically
preferred to large ones.

In the pharmaceutical industry the libraries of U-4CR and higher
U-MCRs are favoured nowadays, since a wide variety of pure and stable

products can be made in high quantities by a one-pot MCR in a single
reactive step.

The libraries ofbiologically active peptides and DNA/RNA derivatives

are made up of rather large molecules that are produced by the usual

methods in very many preparative steps. Therefore, fewer libraries of
these compounds are produced and investigated.

The U-MCRs allow the chemist to produce an extremely wide variety
of very different types of products, whereas each other MCR produces
only similar products of the same type.

The co-workers of I. Ugi have developed three types of mathematically
oriented computer programs. One of these will help decide the choice of

starting materials in liquid and solid libraries. Other computer programs
will organize the application of organic libraries, and still others will

calculate the minimal number of experiments in finding individual

biologically active compounds.
It can be expected that in the next century the preparation of chemical

products will be carried out by simpler procedures, with overall higher
yields and less work. Thus more and more MCRs will be found and
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applied. The production of chemical compounds, their analytical
procedure, and the determination of their structures will become more

based on computer-oriented automatic devices. Scientists will be needed
more in understanding and in planning and designing chemical reasoning
than in practical production.
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MULTIKOMPONENTREAKTSIOONIDE JA NENDE PRODUKTI-

PANKADE POHJUSTATUD KIIRED JA KESTVAD MUUTUSED

PREPARATIIVSES JA FARMATSEUTILISES KEEMIAS

Ivar UGI

Klassikalised keemilised siinteesid п lahteainest on >(» —1) preparatiivse
vaheastme jadad. Praegu vOib niisuguste reaktsioonide produkte efek-

titvsemalt saada "ihepaja" U-4CR-1 (4CR = 4-komponentne reaktsioon)
abil, mis esmakordselt teostati 1959. aastal. Selles protsessis toimub amii-

nide, karboniiilithendite ja mitmete en tiiipi hapete a-liitumine isotsiia-

niidideks. Jargnevad - iimbergrupeerumised tekitavad suurema hulga
produkte kui kdik klassikalised multikomponentreaktsioonid (inglise keeles

MCR) kokku. Alates 1993. aastast on vilja arendatud viie- ja rohkema-

komponentsed MCR-id, mis on U-4(S)CR-i ja teiste 3(4)CR-ide ühendused.

Esimene U-4CR-i produktipank on esitatud raamatus "Isonitrile

Chemistry", mis ilmus 1961. aastal. Viimaste aastate jooksul оп MCR-ide

produktipangad saanud véga populaarseks ning toonud kaasa olulise progressi
preparatiivses keemias ja farmatseutilises uurimistoos. Vedelik-MCR-ide

produktipankades sisalduvaid bioloogiliselt aktiivseid keemilisi tihendeid

saab eriti kergesti leida arvutikeemia uute algebraliste meetodite abil.

БЫСТРЫЕ И ПЕРМАНЕНТНЫЕ ИЗМЕНЕНИЯ

В ПРЕПАРАТИВНОЙ И ФАРМАЦЕВТИЧЕСКОЙ ХИМИИ,
ВЫЗВАННЫЕ МУЛЬТИКОМПОНЕНТНЫМИ РЕАКЦИЯМИ

И ИХ БИБЛИОТЕКАМИ

Ивар УГИ.

Классические схемы органического синтеза, начинающиеся с л

числа ингредиентов, включают >(n —1) химических стадий. Однако
синтез целевых продуктов можно осуществить и более эффсктивно
через мультикомпонентные реакции "одного горшка" О-4СК. При
этом амины, карбонильные соединсния и различные типы кислот

подвергаются в присугствии изоцианидов о-присосдинениям и

последующим перегруппировкам. Это обссисчиваст болынсе разно-

образие получаемых веществ, чем все классичсские MCR, BMmccre

взятые. Начиная с 1993 г. созданы более чем 5-компонентные МСВК,
сочетающие О-4(S)СК с другими 3(4)СЕК.

В 1961 г. автор создал первую библиотеку О-4СК и опубликовал сс в

своей монографии "Isonitrite Chemistry”. В последние годы библиотски
МСК завоевали большую популярность, так как привсли к прогрсссу B

синтетической химии и фармацевтических исследованиях. Так, биоло-

гически активные вещества библиотск МСК могуг быть легко найдены
с номощью созданных компьютерных алгебраичсских программ.
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